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+ More recent topics: 
- End-to-end learning with tree-based methods and deep learning
- The need for careful data collection for effective computer vision
- Intelligent robotics in microscopy/biomedecine

Related topics: 
Marc Van Droogenbroeck’s “Computer Vision”
and
Louis Wehenkel/Pierre Geurt’s “Introduction to Machine Learning”



  



  

1. Feature extraction

2. Object Recognition / Image classification
Challenges
Bag-of-features
End-to-end learning
Dataset quality control

3. Intelligent robotics / AI in Biomedecine



  

Classification of features

Edge refers to pixel at which the image intensities change abruptly. Image
pixels are discontinuous at different sides of edges.

Corner refers to the point at which two different edge directions occur in
the local neighborhood. It is the intersection of two connected contour lines.

Region refers to a closed set of connected points. Nearby and similar
pixels are grouped together to compose the interest region

Others (random, landmarks,...)
(Y. Li et al., Neurocomputing, 2015)



  

Refer to a closed set of connected points with a similar 
homogeneity criteria, usually the intensity value



  



  



  



  

Many thresholding alternatives (see Sezgin, J. Electronic Imaging 2004):

● Histogram shape-based
● Convex-hull, peak-and-valley, ...

● Clustering-based
● Iterative (K-means), Minimum error, …

● Entropy-based
● e.g. maximize entropy of the thresholded image, minimize the 

cross-entropy between input & output 

● Spatial, locally adaptive thresholding
● Local variance/contrast, ...



  

Spatial, locally adaptive thresholding
● A threshold is calculated at each pixel, which depends on some 

local statistics :

(Sezgin, J. 
Electronic 
Imaging 
2004)
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(see “Introduction to machine learning” course)

In each round, pixels are partitioned by identifying the best matching cluster, based on 
Euclidean distance along color dimensions (e.g. R,G,B). Centroids are then updated by re-
computing cluster averages. 



  

Each pixel 
color value is 
assigned 
based on its 
corresponding 
centroid color 
value.



  
(Sezgin, J. 
Electronic 
Imaging 
2004)



  
(Sezgin, J. 
Electronic 
Imaging 
2004)

S is the arithmetic 
averaging of:

- ME 
(misclassification 
error)
- EMM (edge 
mismatch)
- NU (region non 
uniformity)
- RAE (relative 
foreground area 
error)
- NMHD 
(Hausdorff 
distance)

Other metrics, 
see M. Van 
Droogenbroeck , 
2005



  

Edges, corners

(Y. Li et al., Neurocomputing, 2015)
● Edges: refer to pixel patterns at which the intensities abruptly change (with a 

strong gradient magnitude)

Parameter: standard deviation of the Gaussian function. Small value to 
detect sharp intensity transitions, large value to detect gradual transitions.

● Corners: refer to the point at which two (or more) edge intersect in the local 
neighborhood



  

Corner detection
(a point for which there are two dominant and different edge directions 
in a local neighbourhood of the point)

Harris detector:

● Computed from 
image gradients

● Robust to 
illumination 
offsets and 
rotation

● No scale 
invariance 
(gradients 
around the 
corner point 
become lower)

● Responds 
strongly to fine 
texture, not to 
large structures



  

Interest point detection

SIFT: maxima in a difference of Gaussian sequence (patented)
SURF: maxima in an approximate Hessian of Gaussian sequence (patented)
ORB: FAST keypoint detector and BRIEF descriptor
…

(Y. Li et al., Neurocomputing, 2015)
(S. Krig, Computer vision metrics, 2014)



  

Interest point detection



  

Interest Point detection

(T. Tuytelaars et al., Foundations and trends in computer graphics and vision, 2008)

Invariance: in scenarios where a large deformation is expected (scale, rotation, etc.), the detector algorithm should
model this deformation mathematically as precisely as possible so that it minimizes its effect on the extracted features.

Repeatability: given two frames of the same object (or scene) with different viewing settings, a high percentage of the 
detected features from the overlapped visible part should be found in both frames.

Efficiency: features should be efficiently identified in a short time that makes them suitable for real-time (i.e. time-critical) 
applications.

Locality: features should be local so as to reduce the chances of getting occluded as well as to allow simple estimation of 
geometric and photometric deformations between two frames with different views.

Robustness: not too much sensitive to small deformations (noise, blur, discretization effects, compression artifacts, etc.)



  

Line features
● Convolution (see chapter 11)

● Hough transform for lines, circles, ellipses 
(requires that the desired features be specified in some parametric form) 



  

Specific (supervisely learned) 
landmarks

(Vandaele et al., Nature Scientific Reports, 2017)



Random features (patches) 

Parameters :
Nsw = nb subwindows
MinSize = [0%-100%]
MaxSize = [0%-100%]
Resize = 16x16
Colorspace = HSV/GRAY



Deep-network based features

● A pre-built deep network can be seen as a 
feature extractor



Deep-network based features
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Variations in “biomedecine”



  



  



  

(DOTA 
dataset)



VS

Variations in « biomedecine »
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Computer vision approaches

- Traditional : hand-crafted, specific, features +learning 
– Hypothesis : the researcher is very imaginative, and smart

– Pros : exploitation of domain knowledge

– Cons : need to be adapted when the problem changes

researchers are indeed imaginative

limited evaluation                                       } which features to choose ?



Computer vision approaches

- Traditional : hand-crafted, specific, features +learning 
– Hypothesis : the researcher is very imaginative, and smart

– Pros : exploitation of domain knowledge

– Cons : need to be adapted when the problem changes

researchers are indeed imaginative

limited evaluation                                       } which features to choose ?

Scholarpedia

Harris-Affine,  Hessian-Affine,  EBR,  IBR,  MSER,  
SFOP,DAISY, GIST,  GLOH, LBP,  OSID,  PHOG, 
PHOW, SIFT, RIFT, PCA-SIFT, Spin Image, SURF,  
VLAD, Shape contexts,  Textons, ...

Li & Allison, Neurocomputing 2008



Computer vision approaches

- Recent : Combine many features + learning
– Hypothesis : the good features should be among them

– Pros : take advantage of previous research efforts

– Cons :  computationally intensive

Tahir et al., 
Bioinformatics 2011

Orlov et al., Pattern Recognition letters, 2008 : « ...poor performance in terms of
computational complexity, making this method unsuitable for real-time or other 
types of applications in which speed is a primary concern. »



Computer vision approaches

- Generic : « end-to-end » learning
– Hypothesis : human brain learn from raw data, let's design such an algorithm

– Pros : it should work on everything with minimal tuning

– Cons :  <> architectures

many parameters to optimize: need large training data, time-consuming

does it work ? Is it generic ?

 

Lecun et al. 1989...,    Hinton et al., Ciresan et al. (GPU) 2011

Marée, Geurts, Wehenkel, et al. 2003 ...



  



  



  



  

Corners / Point / Random / …
+
Descriptors (statistics, pixels,...)



  Unsupervised 
(e.g. k-means)

Supervised 
(e.g. trees)



  



  



  Unsupervised 
(e.g. k-means)

Supervised 
(e.g. trees)



  Unsupervised 
(e.g. k-means)

Supervised 
(e.g. trees)



Extra-Trees for Feature Learning : 
training 

Parameters :

K = nb random tests
Nmin = minimum node size

Marée, Geurts, Wehenkel, 2016



Extra-Trees for Feature Learning : 
training 

Parameters :
T= nb trees
K = nb random tests
Nmin = minimum node size
Coding = binary/frequency
FinalC = liblinear Marée, Geurts, Wehenkel, 2016



  



  



  (see “Introduction to 
Machine Learning”)



  (see “Introduction to 
Machine Learning”)



Extra-Trees for Feature Learning : 
prediction 

Parameters :
Nsw = nb subwindows



Overall results (error rates) 

Marée, Geurts, Wehenkel, 2016



Overall results (error rates) 

Marée, Geurts, Wehenkel, 2016

397 classes

24 classes

83 classes



Overall results (error rates) 

41 classes

21 classes

10 classes

250 classes

Marée, Geurts, Wehenkel, 2016



Overall results (error rates) 

Marée, Geurts, Wehenkel, 2016



Deep Transfer learning



Deep features / transfer learning

(Mormont et al., 2018)



Deep features / transfer learning

(Mormont et al., 2018)
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Benchmark dataset quality issues



Benchmark dataset quality issues



Benchmark dataset issues : hidden artefacts



→ 88 % recognition rate using images without protein patterns !

Benchmark dataset issues : hidden artefacts



Benchmark dataset issues : hidden artefacts
WANG dataset (PAMI, 2001) : 10 categories (beach, dinosaur, flower, horse, food, city, ...)

→ 44 % recognition rate using only 50x50 background data… OK ?

NO ! Two classes (dinosaurs & horses) are almost perfectly recognized using background only !



Benchmark dataset issues : hidden artefacts

→ 90 % recognition rate using only 50x50 background regions !

ALL-IDB: the acute lymphoblastic leukemia image database 
for image processing, Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. on Image 
Processing (ICIP 2011).
         



Summary

● Many features have been designed to ease vision tasks

● Many learning approaches have been designed

● Dataset collection should be controlled

● Several (controlled) vision tasks can be solved with end-to-
end learning / deep transfer learning but it requires tuning 
and accuracy is still not high enough
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120 slides/hour

~ 60K cells per slide
~ 65K x 135K pixels

Final diagnosis

Classify & rank every cells (3min/slide)Cytotechnologist + pathologist web review of most suspicious 
cells according to our image recognition algorithms

Cervical Cancer screening : hybrid workflow

 

Evaluation of CellSolutions BestPrep Automated Thin-Layer Liquid-Based Cytology 
Papanicolaou Slide Preparation and BestCyte Cell Sorter Imaging System,
Delga et al. , Acta Cytologica, 2014;58(5):469-77

20X

file:///home/maree/Documents/_students/CoursRobotiqueIntelligente/2018/CS30%20Operation.mp4
file:///home/maree/Documents/_projets-recherche-collaborations/ongoing/2010-2016-cytomine-DGO6/backup/maree/2015/_pasteur/_papers_presentations/PAP-USA/knesel-nguyen/3dhistech/R215.mrxs
file:///home/maree/Documents/_projets-recherche-collaborations/ongoing/2010-2016-cytomine-DGO6/backup/maree/2015/_pasteur/_papers_presentations/_me_me_me_my_work_papers_presentations/Intro-ML-Cytomine-octobre2014/video-pap-3.ogv
http://demo.bestcyte.com/
http://beta.cytomine.be/#tabs-image-67-377608-2099022


An Augmented Reality Microscope for
Real time Automated Detection of Cancer

(Chen et al., Google, 2018)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Mz84cwVmS0&t=0m45s


Problem : Imaging spatial/temporal trade-offs : too much laser power or exposure time is usually 
detrimental to the sample

Solution :
Acquisition of well-registered pairs of images (fixed samples):
● A low-SNR image at a laser power compatible with live imaging
● A high-SNR image serving as ground-truth

→ Train CARE networks (residual version of a U-Net type topology), and apply the trained 
networks to remove noise in previously unseen live data.

. 

CARE : Content-Aware Image Restoration: Pushing the Limits of 
Fluorescence Microscopy

 

(Weigert et al., 2017)



Restoration 1024×1024×100 < 20 seconds (single GPU)

CARE : Content-Aware Image Restoration: Pushing the Limits of 
Fluorescence Microscopy

 

(Weigert et al., 2017)



Intelligent high content imaging

(Tosi et al., 2018)

High content imaging at high resolution (possibly multispectral) can quickly generate an 
overwhelming amount of data and require a prohibitive acquisition time.

2-step acquisition



Intelligent high content imaging

(Tosi et al., 2018)



Intelligent high content imaging

(Tosi et al., 2018)



       enables collaboration through the web

(Marée et al. Bioinformatics, 2016)

e.g. 
100K x 100K pixels,
0.23µm/pixel

Core

Machine
Learning

WebUI

WebUI WebUI

http://demo.cytomine.be/#tabs-image-528050-528132-
http://localhost-core/#tabs-image-4022-4122-0


  

        is versatile and scalable
Applications in research and education : > 5000 users, > 50 000 images, > 1M annotations
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